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The Uses of a Mistranslated Manifesto:
Baudelaire's "La GenÃ¨se d'un poÃ¨me"

John Tresen

IN HIS COURSE ON "LA POÃ‰TIQUE" at the CollÃ¨ge de France in 1937,
Paul ValÃ©ry proposed an examination of the aspects of literature that dis-
tinguish it from other uses of language. He would investigate the "effets

proprement littÃ©raires du langage," the expressive and suggestive inventions
that increase "le pouvoir et la pÃ©nÃ©tration de la parole," along with the restric-
tions placed upon literature "en vue de bien distinguer la langue de la fiction
de celle de l'usage."1 It was a project of separation and purification. The goal
was to "bien distinguer" between literary language and mere speech. Taking
for granted the distinctiveness of literature, he sought to detail and to explain
this difference; he claimed, for instance, that literature relied more heavily
than other arts on convention and memory, and that it uniquely combined
abstraction with emotion and the senses. At all times, however, literature for
ValÃ©ry was something particularly mental and internal. In the "repentirs" and
"ratures" of the successive drafts of a work, he saw a history of the working
of the human mind.2

This paper presents one part of the story of how we arrived in the early twen-
tieth century at a notion of literature as an exclusive mediumÂ—as an exemplary
record of the creative processes of the mind, or better yet "l'esprit." If we are now
sensitive to the rivalries between and within media, as well as the ways that lit-
erature can mimic and enter into dialog with the codes of meaning proper to film,
sound recording or, more recently, the digital hypertext, it is only on the basis of
a previously held conviction of the "uniqueness" of literature, one associated in
French criticism with ValÃ©ry's poetics and with certain strands of phenomeno-
logical and semiotic analysis.1 Crucial to this history, and not only for ValÃ©ry's
particular conception of the "autonomy" of literature, were the critical writings
and poetic practice of Charles Baudelaire and Edgar Allan Poe.4 In his literaray
criticism, Baudelaire presented Poe's works as a moral and metaphysical
resource for an intellectual and ultimately spiritual view of poetry, as a sacred
province to be protected from contamination by the mechanical materialities of
the industrial age. The poetry and criticism of both Baudelaire and Poe were cen-
tral influences upon ValÃ©ry's concept of the object and methods of "la poÃ©tique."

However, when we look at Poe's conception of literature in his original
English texts, he appears, unlike his translator, to consider literature less as an
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isolated mental process than as a material link between an author and a reader.
This view, I suggest, brings him close to contemporary views of the dialogical
interrelations entertained by literature and other media. Poe saw literary tech-
nique and the material assembly and diffusion of texts as technologies that
were continuous with other devices of the industrial revolution: like steam

trains, the telegraph, and daguerreotypes, an effective poem would restructure
the relations among humans, and between humans and the natural world.

This article will first give a brief overview of the importance of techno-
logical themes and content in Poe's writing, focusing on the technical mean-
ing of "composition" and its implications for his literary theory. It will then
examine Baudelaire's early embrace of Poe's scientific and machine-friendly
view of literature and his eventual drift, from the late 1840s to the mid-1850s,
to a view of literature as a medium that must keep itself at a distance from the
mechanical production of industrial capitalism. This eventual landing point
will be anchored in a parallel reading of Poe's key critical essay, "The Phi-
losophy of Composition," and Baudelaire's translation of it, "La GenÃ¨se d'un
poÃ¨me." While no translation can hope for perfect transparency with regard to
the range of overtones and resonances of a text, the spiritual interpretation that
Baudelaire put on the writings of his American precursorÂ—in his introduc-
tions and critical studies of Poe as well as in the specific, word-by-word
choices made in translationÂ—block our view of Poe's profoundly "interme-
dial" conception of literature. My conclusion will suggest how ValÃ©ry was
able to reclaim Poe's technical metaphors, thanks to the cultural shift in the
relation between literature and mechanical industry that Baudelaire's mis-
translation of these very terms helped to bring about.

Composition as machine technology
Many of ValÃ©ry's locutions in the passage quoted above resemble, in

syntax and lexicon, the poetic principles expressed by Poe. In one early work,
"On Literary Technique," even more direct appropriations of these principles
can be found. Like Poe, the young ValÃ©ry sets the maximum length for a poem
at one hundred lines; he writes, for example, that a sonnet "will be a true quin-
tessence, a nutrient, a concentrated and distilled juice, reduced to fourteen
lines, carefully composed with a view to a final and overwhelming effect"
(author's italics).5 ValÃ©ry himself stresses the two central concepts of Poe's
"Philosophy of Composition," effect and composition.

But "composition" had a widerÂ—and more concreteÂ—meaning than just
the patient and reflective choice of a sequence of words and images that ValÃ©ry
praised. One well-remarked point about "The Philosophy" is that by arguing
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for the existence of step-by-step rules that can be followed to write a poem, the
essay broke with Kant's view of the artwork as self-contained creation of
genius and from Coleridge and Wordsworth's doctrine of spontaneous expres-
sion. Further, as Rachel Polonsky has recently shown, Poe's essay leaves
behind the walk in nature and the solitary study, traditional settings for the
poetic act; he both employs the metaphor of the theater and places poetic con-
struction within the specific constraints and pressures imposed by the weekly
magazine. "The aesthetic principles codified in Poe's essay can also be seen as
arising, at least in part, from his working circumstances; poetic form responds
to the exigencies of time and space in a world of work."6 More importantly, the
kind of work in question is not just that of coming up with a good lead for a
story, or of finding buyers and advertisers. The essay also associates itself with
the work of industrial production, of which the magazine trade, with the intro-
duction of steam presses in the 1820s and 30s, was indisputably part. Poe's title
deliberately recalls Andrew Ure's Philosophy of Manufactures; its argument
that poetry can be created according to fixed rules and procedures parallels
Ure's analysis of methods to replace traditional craftsmanship with industrial
modes of manufacture.7 Even more glaringly, the title immediately suggests a
reduction of the writing of poetry to a technical process: "composition" was the
technical term for typesetting. Poe did not craft his poems out of thought alone,
merely by the application of the mental "combinatoire" that was for ValÃ©ry one
mode of "le fonctionnement de l'esprit"; he also worked as a "compositor,"
physically selecting and positioning, one by one, the iron letters that filled a
page of formatted print, building meaning out of discrete, standardized, mate-
rial elements. In its original context and its original language, "The Philosophy
of Composition" presents itself as a technical manual for the mechanical pro-
duction of poetic texts.

Poe's conception of literature is underwritten by a theory of technology,
of the "arts" in the largest sense. His education at West Point military acad-
emy, which provided the best science and engineering training available in
North America, and his "Notes on Arts and Sciences" treating discoveries and
inventions, elaborated throughout his career, are neglected proofs of his per-
sistent interest and even expertise in the sciences of his day. Poe's age wit-
nessed a revolution in "media," or extensions of human faculties, in the broad
sense developed by Marshall McLuhan.8 He saw a unity among all the tech-
nologies that were transforming the natural and cultural landscape of the early
American republic, including electricity, steam, and railroads, as well as new
forms of communication and representation. For Poe, the techne rhetorike
was one technology among others, not because a text was the product of the
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human intellect, but because it was a device that accomplished a certain
goalÂ—a material object skillfully crafted, a tool made by other material tools.
A poem, like any new technology that gives us new powers, has the potential
to reorganize relations between humans and nature, drawing us toward a more
perfect arrangement of parts, a more divine understanding.9

Furthermore, just as a new device to perform some task must integrate itself
into a pre-existing set of practices and routines of production, so would Poe's
poetry communicateÂ—today the verb of choice might be "interface"Â—with
other existing media.10 He sought ways of integrating new modes of image
reproduction into his written productions; he imagined the new powers of steam
and electricity as vessels for language, spoken as well as written. A literary text
was a center of conversionÂ—a site for exchange among different forms of the
universal substance, a site for "intermedial" translation among various modes of
communication. He laid out the ground rules for engineering such a machine,
within the embrace of the pre-existing, pantheistic cosmic apparatus described
in Eureka, in "The Philosophy of Composition," which Baudelaire would trans-
late in 1859. It is this very aspect of Poe's work that Baudelaire seized upon in
his first introductions of the American author to the French public.

Baudelaire and the sciences on either side of 1851

Once Napoleon III had consolidated his coup d'Ã©tat of 1851, Baudelaire's
erratic enthusiasms for social reform and revolution began to yield to bitter
resignation and reactionary invectives against the utopists' foolish dreams.
The political and aesthetic aspects of this shift have been studied at great
length, but often to the neglect of another important issue: Baudelaire's
changing attitudes towards science and machine technology. ' ' This aspect of
his changing positions is crucial for a more complete understanding of what
it meant to be, as Walter Benjamin termed it, a "lyric poet in the age of high
capitalism." Yet, as we know, Baudelaire's critical writings of the 185Os and
60s were among the first and most anxious warnings about of the dangers
posed by a new order of society whose pace was set by the machine; science
and mechanics appear in his texts largely as a rejected "outside" of literature.
Thus his stance on technology can only be identified in relief. In fact, the most
visible markers of his changing views on this topic are found in the evolution
of his presentation of Edgar Allan Poe.

Baudelaire experienced the "singular commotion" of discovering Poe in
1846, reading a translation of "The Black Cat" in a Fourierist journal, La
DÃ©mocratie pacifique. His Salon de 1846 gives an idea of the complex of ideas
that formed the interpretive background for this discovery. The Salon entwines
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romantic art criticism and natural history, seeking as well to incorporate the
newly visible forces of economic and industrial power. It presents the work of
art as the result of the constitution of the organs of the artist and his specific tem-
perament, which in turn depend upon the "milieu" in which he developed; the
artwork must literally incorporate all aspects of the present. Although at a few
points the essay disparages "les ouvriers" and republicans, its dedication "Au
bourgeois" recalls the Saint-Simonians' attempts to court the equally important
figure of the industrialist, making a brazen appeal to those who are "les amis
naturels des arts, parce que vous Ãªtes, les uns riches, les autres savants."12 The
essay develops a theory of antitheses and contrasts akin to Chevreul's contem-
porary color theory, exemplified in painting by Delacroix and in literature by
Victor Hugo.13 It also recalls the theory of harmonies and correspondences
found in the works of Charles Fourier, whose politics and metaphysics played
an important role in Baudelaire's early thought. Fourier's system of united
polaritiesÂ—the four movementsÂ—aimed at an industrial-artistic-sensual utopia,
a system of communal "phalanstÃ¨res" in which love was freely shared and tasks
distributed according to individuals' natural inclinations. Like Fourier's pro-
grams for a new world, Baudelaire's vision of the role of art in a Utopian future
openly embraced the reality of organized industrial production.14

The same mix of politics, aesthetics, metaphysics, science, and technology
can be observed in his first translation of Poe, "La RÃ©vÃ©lation magnÃ©tique"
(1848). His preface praises the combination of art and science in Diderot, whose
feeling for "la grande Nature" he had praised in the Salon of 1846, and, above
all, the example of Balzac. "La RÃ©vÃ©lation magnÃ©tique"Â—in which a mesmer-
ized subject makes metaphysical proclamations from a magnetic or electric
realm beyond ordinary existenceÂ—recalls Balzac's aspiration to "fondre en un
systÃ¨me unitaire et dÃ©finitif diffÃ©rentes idÃ©es tirÃ©es de Swedenborg, Mesmer,
Marat, Goethe, et Geoffroy St-Hilaire" (OC 2, 248).I5 Poe's affinity with these
theorists of electric and magnetic fluids and organic transformation put him at
the vanguard of a newly scientific literature, one that incorporated the sciences
and methods of practical experimentation of his day. As Baudelaire concluded
in 1852 in "L'Ecole paÃ¯enne," "Le temps n'est pas loin oÃ¹ l'on comprendra que
toute littÃ©rature qui se refuse Ã  marcher fraternellement entre la science et la
philosophie est une littÃ©rature homicide et suicide" (OC 2, 49). In choosing to
present "dans sa vÃ©ritÃ© la technique philosophique d'Edgar Poe" in his transla-
tion of Poe's "Mesmeric Revelation," he offered the public just such a united
front of science, literature, and philosophy.

His first study of Poe, "Edgar Poe, sa vie et ses ouvrages" (1852)Â—in the
Revue de Paris, a progressive journal co-directed by Maxime du CampÂ—
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remains consistent with this outlook. Balzac is again mentioned repeatedly,
and it is as if Poe's life were that of the hero of Les Illusions perdues. He
notes Poe's "grande prÃ©occupation scientifique" and, according to this essay,
"ce qui lui imprime un caractÃ¨re essentiel et le distingue entre toutes [littÃ©ra-
tures], c'est, qu'on me pardonne ces mots singuliers, le conjecturisme et le
probabilisme" (OC 2, 258; OC 275, respectively). Like Balzac, who had "des
rages de science," "il a, comme les conquÃ©rants et les philosophes, une
entraÃ®nante aspiration vers l'unitÃ©; il assimile les choses morales aux choses
physiques. . . . Dans cette incessante ascension vers l'infini, on perd un peu
l'haleine. L'air est rarÃ©fiÃ© dans cette littÃ©rature comme dans un laboratoire"
(OC 2, 283). This study, published when the Second Empire was barely one
year old, stays within the conceptual vicinity of the texts of 1846 and 1848 dis-
cussed above: Baudelaire continues to argue here that the sciences and their
material techniquesÂ—as in the "laboratoire" of the quoteÂ—are continuous with
literature, whose goal is the unification of the spiritual and the physical.

Four years later, in a thoroughly reworked version of this essay, "Edgar
Poe, sa vie et ses Âœuvres" (1856), the elements of the myth of the accursed
poet have been expanded and made into the central thrust of the study, which
he refers to now as a "martyrologe" (297). Baudelaire has amplified the first
essay's allusion to Vigny's ChattertonÂ—with its doomed, excluded poetÂ—
with an extensive analysis of the "destinÃ©e . . . Ã©crite dans toute [la] constitu-
tion" of this "Ã¢me sacrÃ©e" within the inhospitable climate of the United States,
"une grande barbarie Ã©clairÃ©e au gaz" (296-97. He rails against the "toute-
puissance de l'industrie" and "l'activitÃ© matÃ©rielle, exagÃ©rÃ©e jusqu'aux pro-
portions d'une manie nationale" in America, denouncing "la grande idÃ©e
moderne, le ProgrÃ¨s" (299). Less obvious, but equally important, is the fact
that all references to Balzac have been eliminated. In his place Delacroix
emerges as the new model, as one who "a Ã©levÃ© son art Ã  la hauteur de la
grande poÃ©sie" (317), and not, as with Balzac, one who unified art and sci-
ence. The air in Poe's literature remains "rarÃ©fiÃ©," but the allusion to the "lab-
oratoire" has disappeared. His literature occupies the heights of "le Beau,"
now associated with his alleged aristocratic birth and manners. Further, while
Poe's early talent in the sciences is mentioned again in the essay of 1856, the
praise of this aspect of his works is now strongly qualified: Baudelaire returns
to the notion of "des probabilitÃ©s et des conjectures" (316), but, where these
were previously identified as essential and distinctive to Poe's method, here
they are dismissed with the term that is fast becoming one of Baudelaire's pre-
ferred epithets: "Ce n'est pas par ses miracles matÃ©riels, qui pourtant ont fait
sa renommÃ©e, qu'il lui sera donnÃ© de conquÃ©rir l'admiration des gens qui
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pensent" (italics mine); instead it is by his unique temperament, which allows
him to perceive, and indeed to be, "l'exception dans l'ordre moraF (316).
Baudelaire now attributes Poe's literary accomplishments to his spiritual con-
stitution and to his rejection of the merely "material."

Baudelaire's final critical study of Poe, "Notes nouvelles sur Edgar Poe"
(1857), takes this tendency yet further. Here he presents those texts that are
concerned with science and technology as the works of a farceur who mocks
the champions of progress: he "a le plus Ã©nergiquement posÃ© la souverainetÃ©
humaine et le plus ingÃ©nieusement fabriquÃ© les canards les plus flatteurs pour
l'orgueil de l'homme moderne" (321, italics in original). The term "poÃ©sie
pure" (330) now appears, along with clear definitions of that of which it must
"purify" itself; a moral or instructive poetryÂ—one that teaches virtue or the
order of natureÂ—is an abomination, a mixed species that does not deserve to
live. His final verdict shows the extent to which the Baudelaire of 1857 has

reframed Poe's life and works according to the new metaphysical and politi-
cal position he was constructing for his own poetry: "Dans ce bouillonnement
de mÃ©diocritÃ©s, dans ce monde Ã©pris de perfectionnements matÃ©riels ... du
sein d'un monde goulu, affamÃ© de matÃ©rialitÃ©s, Poe s'est Ã©lancÃ© dans les
rÃªves" (OC 2, 321). Dreams are now praised, to the detriment of material per-
fections; the image of the poet in spiritual flight from the corrupt, devouring
material world has taken on weight and solidity. In order to preserve this one
remaining refuge of spirit and originality, he argues for the need to purify
poetry of the craven demands of materialism. As we shall see with his trans-
lation of "The Philosophy of Composition" two years later in 1859, this new
stance also entails a defense against any encroachment by mechanics.

From a how-to manual to a "GenÃ¨se"

In the very title we can observe an alteration. With "La GenÃ¨se d'un
poÃ¨me," Baudelaire transposes the analysis into a theological register, spiritu-
alizing the typesetter, or textual engineer, into an inspired demiurge, a divine
creator breathing life into a new living being. In both of its versions, the arti-
cle leads the reader behind the scenes of the poetic theater; drawn along by
the narrator, the reader discovers the "tricks" and the ordinarily hidden labor
that go into the production of literary effects. Poe states that the poem is pro-
duced "with the precision and rigid consequence of a mathematical problem,"
and that he will explain what gives a plot "its indispensable air of conse-
quence, of causation." In Baudelaire's version we have "avec la prÃ©cision et
la rigoureuse logique d'un problÃ¨me mathÃ©matique" ("rigidity" becomes
"rigour," and a term describing an object becomes a term appropriate for an
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abstract thought), and "son indispensable physiognomie de logique et de
causalitÃ©" (a symmetrical and rigid appearance becomes an organized phys-
iognomy, and a machine begins to look like an organism).

The essay's reflection on effect implicates poetry in a form of technical pro-
duction; art is given a goal beyond itself. Poe's sentence, "When, indeed, men
speak of Beauty, they mean, precisely, not a quality, as is supposed, but an
effect," which places aesthetics within a theory of reception (displacing the qual-
ities of a work of art from the text in itself to its reader), is translated faithfully
overall. However, Baudelaire concludes it with "non pas prÃ©cisÃ©ment une qua-
litÃ©, comme on suppose, mais une impression," making vague what for Poe is
quite precise: the poem is an instrument that accomplishes a task, the cause for
an effect. Later, the claim that "effects should be made to spring from direct
causes" is translated into "les effets doivent nÃ©cessairement naÃ®tre des causes

directes." The general sense remains the same, and it is possible that no exact
translation exists in French to capture all of the resonances of "spring." What is
important is to note the transformation, here again, from one register to another.
As Poe has already stated that he will demonstrate the "wheels, the pulleys, the
whole stage-set and apparatus of the poet" (rendered by Baudelaire as "l'apanage
et le naturel de l'histrion littÃ©raire," "le naturel" being an unjustified addition),
the use of the term "spring" can be seen as another in this list of machine parts.

In the same way, Poe says he offers us a "peep behind the scenes, at the
elaborate and vacillating crudities of thought," while Baudelaire invites us "Ã 
jeter un coup d'Âœil derriÃ¨re la scÃ¨ne, et Ã  contempler les laborieux et indÃ©cis
embryons de la pensÃ©e." The change from "crudities" to "embryons," from
"to spring" to "naÃ®tre," like the passage from "Philosophy of Composition" to
"GenÃ¨se d'un poÃ¨me," is in each case the same: from Poe's material, techni-
cal lexicon, the language of engineers and compositors, Baudelaire moves to
a naturalizing, theological register, in which the production of a work of art is
analogous to the birth of a living being.

His alteration of "The Philosophy" thus consolidates a hostility toward
technology which grew in force over the 1850s and 60s. At a very minute
level, Poe's view of a poem as a technological interchangeÂ—the fusion
between the traditional literary culture and the new age of the machineÂ—was
neutralized by Baudelaire's translation. This antagonism towards the
machine, as may also be witnessed in his acrimonious comments on the
daguerreotype in the Salon de 1859, has shaped interpretations of Baudelaire.
Benjamin thus presents him as the poet uniquely attuned to the changes
brought by mechanization but who experiences them as an alien force that he
must single-handedly combat, as a fencer parries the blows of an onrushing
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opponent.16 The moral chessboard upon which Baudelaire compulsively and
ironically changed positions was one in which the squares were clearly sepa-
rated; they took on an even starker contrast after 1848, as the category of "Ie
mal," one of the two eternal "postulations simultanÃ©es," was increasingly con-
centrated around the image of mechanical technology.17

Yet it must be noted that Baudelaire rejected the argument of "The Phi-
losophy" even after his step-by-step deformation of the text into what one
would expect to be a more acceptable set of images. It is as though he found
his own revision to be even more troubling than the original. More was at
stake here than merely the analogy between a poem and a machine. His intro-
duction to "La GenÃ¨se" reduces Poe's account to a satirical affectation:

S'est-il fait, par une vanitÃ© Ã©trange et amusante, beaucoup moins inspirÃ© qu'il ne l'Ã©tait naturelle-
ment? A-t-il diminuÃ© la facultÃ© gratuite qui Ã©tait en lui pour faire la part plus belle Ã  la volontÃ©?
Je serais assez portÃ© Ã  le croire. . . . AprÃ¨s tout, un peu de charlatanerie est toujours permis au
gÃ©nie, et mÃªme ne lui messied pas. C'est, comme le fard sur les pommettes d'une femme
naturellement belle, un assaisonnement nouveau pour l'esprit. (OC 2, 343-42)

The allusion to 'the blush on the cheekbones' transforms Poe's position from
that of a Laplacian demon possessed of a complete knowledge of poetic cause
and effect to one that Baudelaire appears to tolerate more easily, that of a
jester or a "histrion." "The Philosophy" becomes a bit of "charlatanism,"
which may bring out the labor (a crucial term in Baudelaire's later morality
and poetics) that the poet expends, yet nonetheless can ultimately be reduced
to a transparent artificeÂ—to maquillage.

Even these interpretive contortions failed to satisfy Baudelaire. He
returned compulsively to the "immutable axioms" of "The Philosophy," even
attempting to reforge them into an introduction to his own Fleurs du mal. The
third of his projets de prÃ©face begins in a style faithful to Poe's, presenting
with a straight face quasi-geometrical axioms of poetry. Baudelaire suggests
"Comment, par une sÃ©rie d'efforts dÃ©terminÃ©e, l'artiste peut s'Ã©lever Ã  une
originalitÃ© proportionnelle," adding "que la phrase poÃ©tique peut imiter (et par
lÃ  elle touche Ã  l'art musical et Ã  la science mathÃ©matique) la ligne droite
ascendante, la ligne droite descendante." Yet after these anticipations of a
rational science of poetry, sincere discomfort with Poe's argument erupts as
irony: "Comment, appuyÃ© sur mes principes et disposant de la science que je
me charge de lui enseigner en vingt leÃ§ons, tout homme devient capable . . .
d'aligner un poÃ¨me de la longueur nÃ©cessaire pour Ãªtre aussi ennuyeux que
tout poÃ¨me connu" (OC 1, 183). The fourth projet de prÃ©face adopts the cen-
tral conceit of "The Philosophy" and employs nearly identical phrases, but
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Baudelaire refuses to answer an inquiry about his method, asking instead,
"MÃ¨ne-t-on la foule dans les ateliers de l'habilleuse et du dÃ©corateur, dans la
loge de la comÃ©dienne? Montre-t-on au public ... le mÃ©canisme des trucs?
. . . Lui rÃ©vÃ¨le-t-on toutes les loques, les fards, les poulies, les chaÃ®nes, les
repentirs, les Ã©preuves barbouillÃ©es, bref, toutes les horreurs qui composent le
sanctuaire de l'art?" His response is, "D'ailleurs, telle n'est pas aujourd'hui
mon humeur" (OC 1, 185). The paradoxical workshop exposed by Poe
becomes the jealously protected sanctuary of the splenetic creator.

Even after removing much of the language of industrial mechanics present
in "The Philosophy," Baudelaire was unwilling to second Poe's rules of poetry.
The source of his continued irritation with Poe's essay seems, therefore, to be
its implied claim of omniscience. Over the course of the 1850s and 60s, it is pre-
cisely the hubris of the philosophers of progress that earned them some of his
sharpest barbs. In place of the short-cuts that labor-saving devices or mechani-
cal tricks might provide, Baudelaire's later writings, especially his Journaux
intimes, testified to the purifying power of travail, labor. Poetic creation was a
spiritual process, one made all the more holy by the labor that it cost.

Conclusion: beyond the productive misunderstanding
In the decades around the turn of the twentieth century, literature was

established as a world apart, a world of pure, spiritual objects that were the
product of individual and virtuous labor. Likewise, as Roland Barfhes
observed, Baudelaire's works reveal "une sorte de fÃ©tiche de la forme travail-
lÃ©e, situÃ©e sans doute hors du pragmatisme de l'activitÃ© bourgeoise, et pour-
tant insÃ©rÃ©e dans un ordre de travaux familiers, contrÃ´lÃ©e par une sociÃ©tÃ© qui
reconnaissait en elle, non ses rÃªves, mais ses mÃ©thodes."18 The thematics of
disengagement found in the absolute poetry and aesthetic asceticism of Mal-
larmÃ©, Huysmans, and Villiers de 1'Isle-Adam relied upon the break that
Baudelaire's self-conscious labor helped bring about between literature and
the dominant practices of his age.

By the 1930s, the personae of the dandy and the poÃ¨te maudit, both of
whose exclusion from ordinary society echoed the uniqueness and other-
worldliness of poetic activity, could be professionalized and integrated into a
quasi-autonomous sphere within the established system of cultural produc-
tion.19 Once Baudelaire had rendered poetry rare, esoteric, and spiritual,
ValÃ©ry, from his chair at the CollÃ¨ge de France, could reclaim the features of
Poe's account that had been excluded or circumscribed by "La GenÃ¨se." First,
he accepted the implied conceit of "The Philosophy of Composition": "Le lit-
tÃ©rateur est un ingÃ©nieurÂ—par rapport auquel je voudrais Ãªtre le physicien" in
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his function of critic.20 As T. S. Eliot put it, in this image of the poet's work
"the tower of ivory has been fitted up as a laboratory"Â—the very image that
Baudelaire suggested in his first study of Poe but erased from subsequent ver-
sions. ValÃ©ry thus applies Poe's language of science and engineering, but
without conceding ground to materialist, utilitarian philosophies. In addition,
where Baudelaire had discounted Poe's claims for literary omniscience,
ValÃ©ry put conscious control front and center in his account of the writing of
poetry. He took "The Philosophy of Composition" to heart and based his own
hyper-conscious self-examinations upon its dicta. For Eliot, the harmony
between the theory ValÃ©ry expressed and his actual poems lent a credibility to
his claims to describe the creative process, one that Poe's arguments lacked:
"What for Poe was an ingenious exercise, was deadly earnest for ValÃ©ry."21

While critical writings concerned with Poe's essay and its posterity have
concentrated on the issue of self-consciousness and intentionÂ—contributing to
the formation of genetic literary studies as a legitimate discipline, one that
reflects upon the embryonic development of the products of "l'esprit crÃ©a-
teur"Â—I suggest that the more important aspect of Poe's essay lies in its iden-
tification between poetry and engineering, even if we must take some aspects
of his views about both poetry and engineering with a grain of salt. Recent
empirical studies of technological innovation have shown how powerful and
persuasive is the image of rule-based invention and experiment in creating a
rigid boundary between scientific disciplines and their "soft" counterparts in
the humanities. Yet such ethnographies have repeatedly demonstrated that the
part played by contingency, happenstance, and compromise is far greater than
the public face of science and technology would suggest. A technical con-
structionÂ—say a bridgeÂ—must adjust itself to the specific circumstances of its
deployment; a purely abstract science cannot reckon with the multiphcity of
contingent variables present in a concrete setting.22 Thus it is possible that
Poe's description of the method of the poet is as inadequate for the engineer as
many have said it is for the poet. In that case, the basis for the identification
between the two would no longer be that both use a set of ready-made rules
that allow for a standardized and logical process of invention, but, more
simply, that both create instruments that accomplish a task. One indisputable
claim of "The Philosophy" is that even the most "spiritual" or "ideal" poem
relies on a material substratum: the object of the text and the experience of the
reader or hearer. To be successful it must make use of and engage with ele-
ments of a pre-existing intersubjective, physical world. It must be aware of the
specific circumstances of its deployment, which demands that the poet know
the audience, understand what pleases it, and arrive at an "originality" that will
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make the utterance a unique occasion. Just as a bridge will be judged on its
ability to perform a function outside of itself, the poem will be judged on the
basis of its effect, which requires us to think of it as part of a larger systemÂ—
as the technical interface between different actors and entities, whose relation
will be changed once the text has done its work.

This conception of literature as a technical extension of human agency and
faculties is in many ways closer to our current sense of the nature of literature
and its relation to other media and human practices. The notions of "pure lit-
erature" and "properly literary effects" lose much of their traction when we
consider how digital media reduce all sense data to a single mode of storage
and retrieval, a single code that can then be translated into separate sense reg-
isters and formats.23 What I have anachronistically referred to here as Poe's
"intermedial" theory of literature was an earlier version of this technological
monism, one allied with a different technical and scientific configuration. Poe
held that all aspects of reality were variable modes of a single convertible sub-
stance; he proclaimed the creative and spiritual power of matter, and was fas-
cinated by the functioning of the material channels, including printed pages of
text, that shaped these exchanges. These aspects of Poe's work may be visible
only now, as we see the gradual eclipse of the model that Baudelaire and his
other inheritors promoted with his own texts: the concept of literature as a
pure, autonomous, and exclusive medium.

Northwestern University

[Thanks to Anne Princen for her help with an earlier version of the reading of
"La GenÃ¨se."]
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